PRIORITIES

Priority 1: Military Spousal Preference
Spouse of active duty military members of the Armed Forces. Preference applies to jobs graded at
NF-3 and below, Craft and Trades and Child and Youth position. Preference applies to any job that
is open to competition in accordance with merit staffing practices. Spouse preference may be
exercised once for each permanent relocation of the military sponsor. The spouse must have been
married to the military sponsor before relocation to the new duty station. The time period of
spouse preference eligibility begins 30 days before the military sponsor’s reporting date to the
new duty location. It continues during the entire tour unless placement into, or declination of, any
offer of a regular full time (RFT) or regular part time (RPT) position at any grade level. Head of
local NAFI’s may non-select eligible spouses during the last 6 months of the sponsor’s tour.
Spouse preference may be exercised once for each permanent relocation of the military sponsor,
as follows: A. Spouses may apply to vacancies using MSP until such time as they accept or decline
a RFT or RPT position. Once a contingent offer of employment is made for a RFT or RPT position,
the spouse will lose their MSP eligibility. B. There is no limit to the number of times that a spouse
may apply to vacancies using MSP and may simultaneously apply for positions under this
preference (as long as they are not made a contingent offer of RFT or RPT employment).

Priority 2: Transition Assistance Employment Preference
Members of the Armed Forces, and their dependents:
A. Who were involuntarily separated, as defined in 10 U.S.C. 1141;
B. Who were separated under the Special Separation Benefit, as defined in U.S.C. 1174a; or
C. Who separated the Voluntary Separation Incentive, as defined in U.S.C 1175.
Eligible individuals may receive a preference in hiring only once. Applicants requesting
consideration must submit their DD Form 1173 over-stamped with “TA” to the NAF personnel
office where consideration is desired.

Priority 3: Command Sponsored Family Members
Family members of active duty military members and civilian employees stationed in foreign areas.
Preference is for all NAF jobs. Preferences apply when not at variance with the Status of Forces
Agreements, country-to- country agreements, treaties, or as prescribed by DoDI 17400.23.
Military spouses who have accepted or declined a RFT or RPT position within NAF or APF billets,
will become eligible for consideration under Priority 3. This status does not apply to family
members of locally hired civilian employees. (DODI 1400.25, Volume 1232)
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PRIORITIES
Priority 4: Applicants without SOFA (Status of Forces Agreement) Veteran Preference &
All Others
This priority applies to those who do not fall under Priorities 1-3 (as identified above). Veterans
Preference will be applied and those who identify themselves as Veterans will be identified and
given preference within the priority 4 category.
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